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WHEN A POEM HAS NO WORDS: PERSONAL THOUGHTS IN MUSICAL
REPRESENTATION, MEANING, AND VILLA-LOBOS

It was years ago, that I was introduced to “Rudepoema”, by Brazilian composer
Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887 – 1959). The piece fascinated me; I would listen to the only
recording I had, and be completely absorbed by its fantastic “soundscape”. The amazing
colors, the rich texture, and the eloquent pianistic gestures, all mesmerized me. Then I
saw the score for the first time: so many notes, so many staves to read, so many details,
things that I just could not imagine my hands accomplishing. But what was it all about?
“Rudepoema”. A rude poem. How could this be a poem? And what could be “rude”
about it? As a musician, I was also very fond of poetry. So, to find music described as
poetry ignited a fascination for this work. My curiosity about “Rudepoema” led me to learn to
play it in my concerts, but it was only recently that I started to ponder deeper questions,
about its structure, variety of emotions, and meaning. This article is the culmination of that
experience and my personal thinking about the relationship between poetry and music,
and how meaning is formed, specifically within the context of Villa-Lobos’ Rudepoema.
The relationship between music and the world around us has been extensively
debated in a wide range of studies embracing linguistics, aesthetics, music theory and
even anthropology. Thus, composers have not only been inspired by stories and poetry in
their writing of music, but also have described or represented Nature, objects, images, and
emotions. The scope of this article cannot extend to all the ways music can be related to
text, other art works, or the external world. Nor will I try to formalize a system for
interpretation and understanding of a vast body of music. Many other knowledgeable
sources address these topics. Rather, this article is a crystallization of my own experience,
shared with the hope of its acting as a catalyst for similar explorations by the reader.
There are many layers and agents that combine to influence the event we call “a
musical experience”. On one side we are invited to contemplate music as absolute – that is,
devoid of any representational character whatsoever, and able to convey meaning from its
intrinsic compositional qualities. On the other side we are also confronted with the
phenomenon that music is suggestive, evoking emotions, and calling up images or stories,
whether or not specifically indicated by the composer. The topic of “programme music” is
broad and offers an almost infinite amount of commentary concerning musical representation

of texts, images, events, objects, nature, and emotions, as well as the interpretation of
musical gestures.
First, we need to consider that Rudepoema is a musical work composed in the
th
beginning of the 20 century – within the context of what is conventionally understood as
Modernism in Brazil. As Tarasti describes,
In the Classic-Romantic period, communication was thought to be a
simple transmission of the musical message from the composer to a
listener who had learned the right codes and could understand the
“musical language”. Now this unidirectional chain was broken. From a
semiotic perspective, the greatest dilemma of Modernism seems to be that
the listener cannot receive both its code and its message at the same time.
Without any familiar point of reference in the music, any level of “first
articulation”, its reception becomes awkward. Modern music corresponds
to the worldview of “modern” man, who finds himself to be a
“decentered” subject, ejected from the center of being. This explains the
anti-narrative tendency of many styles of contemporary music. (TARASTI,
2002, p. 43)

This reflection establishes a point of departure for my own study of Rudepoema, as a
work of music conceived in the midst of intense debate concerning the formalist and/or
representational qualities of music. When I first started learning Rudepoema, not only the
title of the work struck me as enigmatic, but also the fact that Villa-Lobos composed it and
dedicated Rudepoema to the pianist Arthur Rubinstein. The original dedicatory note goes as
follows:
My dear friend, I don't know if I was somehow able to assimilate your soul in
this Rudepoema, but, I wholeheartedly swear that, in my spirit, I have the
impression that I recorded your temperament and that I have
automatically written it on paper, like an intimate Kodak. However, if I was
able to do so, you will always be the true author of this work.1

More than a mere tribute to Rubinstein, as the dedicatory explicitly describes,
Rudepoema is intended to be an actual portrait of the pianist, a depiction of the pianist’s
temperament. That would clearly indicate a representational aspect of the work, one that is
1

My translation from the original text: “Mon sincère Ami, je ne sais pas si j’ai pu tout à fait assimiler ton
âme avec ce Rudepoêma, mais, je le jure de tout mon coeur que j’ai l’impression, dans mon esprit,
d’avoir grave ton tempérament et que machinalement je l’ai écrit sur le papier, comme un kodak
intime. Par conséquent, si je réussis, ce será toujours toi le véritable auteur de cette oeuvre.”

inherently pictorial, a specific portrait. This sets forth the concept that Rudepoema,
although termed a “poem,” offers, within its many layers, complexities that might lead to
multiple readings and interpretations. One cannot contemplate Rudepoema without
incorporating its emotional aspects, the idea of rudeness, the intention of a portrayal, and its
aesthetic ambitions connected to nationalistic values.
Villa-Lobos strived at having a style that would be connected to the folk, to the
popular, and that would be identified as sounding “Brazilian”. This would encourage him in
researching how to frame folk/popular-like elements within a sophisticated compositional
setting. He declared:
Like the performing artist, the composer is frequently accused of a
philosophy that can be expressed thus: I live for my art, everything else is of
no interest to me. But what is this art if not an expression of humanity and
of everything that refers to humanity... (...) To reach such an expression,
the serious composer will have to study the musical heritage of his
country, the geography and ethnography of his and other lands, the
folklore of his country, either in its literary, poetic, and political aspect, or
musical. Only in this manner can he understand the soul of the people.
(BÉHAGUE, 1994, p. 153)

These ideals connected Villa-Lobos’ nationalist intentions with the modernismo
[modernism] that was flourishing in Brazil in the 1920’s. Having philosopher Mario de
Andrade as the spokesman to Brazilian modernism, many artists shared and articulated the
same values and intentions: “a generation of artists and musicians who repudiated
nineteenth-century European traditions and demanded freedom to establish their own
principles and artistic creations” (Appleby, 2002, p. 53). Not only in Brazil, however, were
artists and musicians interested in developing new artistic identities, intending to connect
with people in a very particular way. The premieére of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring in Paris, on
May 29, 1913, was received as “one of the great theatrical scandals of all time” (Ibid, p. 37). In
the United States, Charles Ives' Concord Sonata, for piano, was completed in 1911, and
“was finding fierce resistance to his concept of expressing the spirit of transcendentalism in
music” (Ibidem). And in Brazil,
the battle lines of modernists versus the conservatives were beginning
to form as early as 1915, and in 1922 a fiercely controversial series of
public lectures and concerts – A Semana de Arte Moderna (The Week of
Modern Art) – was held in São Paulo. (Ibidem)

Villa-Lobos identified and engaged himself with this movement, and became one of
the main personalities in São Paulo's Semana de Arte Moderna [Week of Modern Art],
collaborating with other Brazilian artists, such as Anita Malfatti, Victor Brecheret, Manuel
Bandeira, Oswald de Andrade, Graça Aranha, and Mário de Andrade. During that time, one
principle was preached among the Brazilian modernists: “the permanent right to aesthetic
research, the constant renewal of Brazilian artistic intelligence, and the stabilization of a
national “creativist” consciousness”2 (Andrade apud Mariz, 1983, p. 45 – my translation).
However, Villa-Lobos’ fostering and fomenting of a Brazilian music with authentic
and innovative traits was soon challenged, when he went to Paris after the Week of
Modern Art. When arriving there in 1923, for the first time, Villa-Lobos stated: “I didn't
come here to learn; I came to show my music”3 (Abreu and Guedes, 1992, p. 126 – my
translation). But, as both Brazilian painter Tarsila do Amaral and composer/pianist Souza
Lima narrate, French philosopher Jean Cocteau provoked Villa-Lobos after hearing the
composer improvise during lunch with Amaral and other artists living in Paris at the time,
when he said that “the music the composer presented was not anything beyond
emulations on Debussy's and Ravel's styles”4 (Guérios, 2003, p.81 – my translation).
This and other events propelled Villa-Lobos on his quest for a music that would then
make use of the conceptual aspects of European models of the time as a frame to musical
material that would be essentially “Brazilian” in its expression and flavor. Villa- Lobos's
interactions with Vincent D’Indy, Paul Dukas, Maurice Ravel, Manuel de Falla, Igor Stravinsky,
and Arthur Honegger, among others, also influenced his quest for a personal style that would
breathe his nationalist vocation within a modernist frame.
In this journey, Villa-Lobos' music outlined two purposes – one with artistic
character, and a second with sociological implications, “that is, the attainment of the
national expression and the strengthening of the national character, and the cultural
rapprochement between the intellectual-artistic social class and the folk group” (Béhague,
1994, p. 151). As musicologist Gerard Béhague further elaborates:

2

Original text: “o direito permanente à pesquisa estética, a atualização da inteligência artística brasileira
e a estabilização de uma consciência criadora nacional” (Andrade apud Mariz, 1983, p. 45).
3
Original text: “Não vim aqui para aprender. Vim mostrar minha música” (Abreu and Guedes, 1992, p.
126).
4
Original text: “a música que o compositor apresentara não passava de uma emulação dos estilos de
Debussy e Ravel” (Guérios, 2003, p.81).

Through a combination of various factors, Villa-Lobos was predestined
to become the symbolic liberator of the music of Brazil: the untimely
death of his father, his firsthand exposure to popular and, to a lesser
degree, folk culture, his acquaintance with Milhaud and Rubinstein, his
1922 direct encounter with modernismo, his Parisian sojourns and
successes, his timely association with and representation of the populist
and strongly nationalistic regime of the “Estado Novo”5, and his
subsequent international recognition as the Brazilian composer par
excellence. (BÉHAGUE , 1994, p. 149)

Rudepoema, for piano, was written between 1921 and 1926, when Villa-Lobos was
traveling between Paris and Brazil; the piece was also orchestrated later, in 1932, by the
composer himself. In looking at the titles of some of Villa-Lobos’ piano works written
during that time, we cannot ignore the use of various kinds of extra-musical references –
images, sounds, and emotions – which suggest an alignment of his ideas with those of
Impressionism. But, we should notice that these references are culturally-connected, alluding
to Brazilian themes (musical or not), and indicating that Villa-Lobos' work is inseminated
with “intentions of national self-affirmation”6 (Kiefer, 1981, p. 102 – my translation). A
few examples of these are:
•

A Lenda do Caboclo (The Legend of the “Caboclo” [Brazilian mestizo from the
Amazon] – 1920);

•

A Fiandeira (The Spinner – 1921);

•

A Prole do Bebê nº 2 (The Babie's family, Vol. 2 – 1921);

•

Chôros nº 2 (1924); Chôros nº 5 - Alma brasileira (Brazilian Soul – 1925);

•

Cirandinhas (1925); Cirandas (Childrens' round play/game – 1926).

How then, could Villa-Lobos conceive a musical work that would at the same time
suggest the idea of a very specific portrait and the expression of something as collective as
a national musical identity? As my personal journey in trying to understand and acquire a
deeper knowledge of Rudepoema continues, I will offer my personal conceptualization of the

5

“Estado Novo”, or “The New State”, was the institution of a dictatorship in Brazilian government, in
1937. But even before that, Villa-Lobos was already connected to the government, having been named
Minister of Music Education in 1932. During this transitional period, his work developed both
strong pedagogical applications and an even stronger sense of nationalism, aiming at protecting
national values of freedom and identity, in confrontation to the eminent totalitarianism of the newly
installed government.
6
Original text: “intenções de auto-afirmação nacional” (Kiefer, 1981, p. 102)

character and meaning of a few musical gestures in the piece, and also discuss the
thematic structure of the work. Since this essay is based on a personal experience, it will
carry a rather intuitive character in its essence.
In discussing the Brazilian character of the piece, two initial aspects come to mind:
the use of rhythmic elaborations that are stylistically consistent with other of Villa-Lobos’
works, and the use of representational gestures. With regards to rhythm, one can hear at
the beginning of the piece the use of two syncopated patterns juxtaposed, one in the main
melodic voice and one in the supporting layer:

Example 1: Rudepoema, mm. 01 – 08

Brazilian music has often been characterized by its strong and elaborate rhythmic
essence. In Villa-Lobos’ case, we can perceive the strong rhythmic character of both
melodic and harmonic figurations throughout his works. Other examples can be found in his
“Chôros #5 – Alma Brasileira”[Brazilian Soul], “A maré encheu” [“The High Tide”, no. 76 of
Guia Pratico], “Caboclinha – A boneca de barro” [“Little Mestizo Girl – The Clay Doll”,
from the first volume of The Babie’s Family]. This rhythmic structure could be evocative
of an African musical heritage that has permeated Brazilian music. Interestingly, that was the
topic for Villa-Lobos’ lecture at the Week of Modern Art in 1922, as exemplified by another
of his works for piano, namely the “Danças Características Africanas” [Dances in African
Character], published in 1920.

The next rhythmic figuration is one that pianists can find throughout Villa-Lobos’
works:

Example 2: Rudepoema, mm. 477 – 484

This figuration, which at first sounds rather truncated, eventually evolves into a solid
supporting rhythmic pattern, allowing the melodic material to emerge from the texture. This
structure can be found also in “Chôros #5 – Alma Brasileira” [Brazilian Soul], as shown
below, and in other works, such as “A baratinha de papel” [The Little Paper Bug] and “O
cachorrinho de borracha” [The Little Rubber Dog], from the second volume of The Babie’s
Family.

Example 3: Chôros #5 – Alma Brasileira, mm. 34 – 39

I have already suggested that in the use of imagery in the titles of his works, VillaLobos is alluding to a connection with Impressionism. We also encounter musical gestures that
evoke those found in works by Debussy, Ravel, and even Stravinsky. The representation
of water and its fluidity, as illustrated by Debussy in his Reflets dans l’eau, or Ravel in his Jeux
d’eau, can be also be perceived in this section of Rudepoema:

Example 4: Rudepoema, mm. 40 – 43

In contrast to the fluid gestures, we also find those with a more percussive and
even harsh character. In this section, Villa-Lobos could be alluding to Stravinsky’s Rite of
Spring:

Example 5: Rudepoema, mm. 447 – 454

The similarity of this passage to the one in Stravinsky’s Rite elaborates on a
percussive and pulsating rhythmic figure, but with irregular accents. The harmonic
movement seems to be rather static as well, except by the subtle changes in the movement
of sixteenth-notes. The gesture is interrupted by brief, contrasting figurations with melodic,
coloristic character.
In considering gestures of the melodic character, such as the one mentioned above, a
frequently encountered element in Villa-Lobos’ music is one that is more allusive of nature,
by evoking birdsongs. They could be perceived as either melodically simple but piercing in
effect, or more ornamented and bright, but rather diffuse, like in the section below:

Example 6: Rudepoema, mm. 418 – 421

Many of these suggestive gestures follow the concept of “topics”, that is, of gestures
with culturally-charged meanings that are employed as rhetorical devices within a musical
context. The construction of “topics” flows from musical examples from pre- classical times,
when particular figurations (melodic or rhythmic) were charged in some degree with a
cultural meaning, and acquired a specific role in a musical work, one with syntactic
functions (see Ratner, 1980; Agawu, 1991; and/or Hatten, 2004). The qualities of those
“topics” were not described by their internal musical structure in isolation, but rather,
understood in relation to their cultural meaning as perceived in the context they were
employed. In Villa-Lobos’ case, the rhythmic structures in syncopation, the percussive
effects, the birdsongs, among others, are typically apprehended as having descriptive
qualities that could be perceived as what I will simply label “Brazilian motifs” in their
inception. These “motifs” or “gestures” may carry anthropological connections – as in the
case of the Dances in African Character, which embrace an ethno-musicological essence – or
connections to the natural world – as “topics of the wilderness” or “topics of animals”7
(Piedade, 2009 – my translation).

7

Original terms: “tópica selvagem” and “tópica animal” (Piedade, 2009, p. 130).

One last “Brazilian” topic to mention is the “caipira” [peasant, or peon] topic. Piedade
(2013) described it as a gesture that juxtaposes “open triads on the left hand, in the same
register of a guitar, that evoke a slow ‘caipira’ punctuation, also in the harmonic sense”, and
a “luminous ostinato on the right hand, in the high register, alluding to the song of a
thousand birds”8 (p.18 – my translation). In Rudepoema, this gesture appears intensified for
dramatic effect. The chords on the left hand are rather dissonant and harsh, while the right
hand plays with arpeggio-like figurations in a frantic manner. The example below also
includes an interjection high above the ostinato pattern, perhaps depicting one single bird
that stands out in the wilderness:

Example 7: Rudepoema, mm. 197 – 200

It is clear that all these gestures corroborate what Villa-Lobos strived for: an aesthetic
that apprehends Brazilian characters and motifs within a sophisticated musical frame. The
cross-referencing between Villa-Lobos and other nationalist composers and their styles can
also verify a dialogue with European models, without compromising the inherent
“Brazilianity” of his musical representations.
But returning to the concept of poem, and the idea of portrayal, one thing still
remains untouched. How can Rudepoema be interpreted as a portrait of the pianist Arthur
Rubinstein, to whom the piece is dedicated? If Villa-Lobos intended to metaphorically
mirror Rubinstein’s personality by an analogy to the complex representations of the
“Brazilian” character in the musical elaborations within Rudepoema, analysis of his thinking

8

Original text: “As tríades abertas da mão esquerda, na região típica do violão, evocam um ponteado
lento caipira, inclusive em termos harmônicos (V7-I). (…) luminoso ostinato da mão direita na
região aguda, evocando talvez gorjeios de mil pássaros (…)” (Piedade, 2013, p. 18).

cannot be anything but highly speculative.
Perhaps the transfiguration imposed upon the thematic material throughout the
work is suggestive of the temperament the composer perceived in the pianist. The
transformation that the thematic material undertakes during the course of the piece is
remarkable, to a point that at times it becomes virtually unrecognizable. However, it
preserves one aspect consistently: its melodic range typically surrounding the interval of a
th
5 . There are at least three main figurations with thematic character throughout the piece,
all of them with nuanced variations within the same melodic range, but one of them is
significantly more present. It appears for the first time in the melody of the following
section, clearly highlighted in the high register of the piano:

Example 8: Rudepoema, mm. 31 – 33

This melody returns several times, with its presence perhaps less perceptible,
embedded within a passage with thicker texture, as below:

Example 9: Rudepoema, mm. 179 – 188

In the examples above, the theme is presented first with lyrical character, soaring
above the arpeggios that rise from the lower registers of the piano (Example 8). Later, it
returns with a significant change in character and effect (Example 9). Here (Example 10) it is
presented with a clear and drier articulation, in a different dynamic level and rhythmically
interrupted, suggesting tension and mystery:

Example 10: Rudepoema, mm. 304 – 315
However, its appearance at the very end of the piece, with an intensified dramatic
effect, unifies the work and brings Rudepoema to an exhilarating end:

Example 11: Rudepoema, mm. 609 – 612

In noticing the dramatic transformations and variations of the thematic material
throughout the work, it becomes possible to perceive the suggestion of a portrait in
Rudepoema, as Villa-Lobos attempts to set the variety of moods and temperament of
Arthur Rubinstein’s personality to music – one same theme, presented with a complexity of
expressions. Embracing its nationalistic ambitions and its intertextual connections, the work
then becomes a library from where the readers can extract multiple readings and
meanings.
The two last aspects that I would like to discuss are: the construction of a sense of
space and amplitude, evocative of the vastness of Brazilian landscape; and, the suggestion
of “rudeness”. Both of the gestures are more essentially connected to idiomatic aspects of the
keyboard writing, and how they can be interpreted considering both their sonorous results
and technical approach.
The first gesture might be suggestive either of the immenseness of the Amazon
jungle, or of the desolateness of the Northeastern desert, by using the extreme registers of the
piano and creating a spread and open sonorous ambience. It is interesting to point out the
appearance of a figuration suggestive of a birdsong echoing through the space, also
employing a rather innovative idiomatic technique: the glissandi (sliding) of the hands from
black to white keys:

Example 12: Rudepoema, mm. 213 – 222

The last example conveys something of the spirit of rudeness, as an intensified
application of the sliding hands gesture. Here, the pianist is called to glide both hands
quite roughly and quickly from the black to the white keys of the keyboard – not a
conventional or common approach at that time. This approach was innovative in the
keyboard writing, being used by only a few other composers of the same period. The
effect is also quite rude-sounding, and I suggest that it could evoke something about a
representation of nature – perhaps a depiction of water-falls:

Example 13: Rudepoema, mm. 432 – 433

I have tried to understand Rudepoema and approach it by what I consider its main
features: a work with nationalist character, its suggestions as portrait, and unified by
thematic variations. Perhaps all of these aspects find resonance in the world of orchestral
music, as related to “Symphonic Poems”, or “Tone Poems”. In the 18

th

th
and 19 centuries,

these orchestral works excluded text from their structures and aimed at fulfilling Romantic
ideals through their ability
to relate music to the world outside, to integrate multi-movement forms
(often by welding them into a single movement) and to elevate
instrumental programme music to a level higher than that of opera, the
genre previously regarded as the highest mode of musical expression. By
fulfilling such needs it played a major role in the advanced music of its time,
and was a vehicle for some of the most important works of the period.
(MACDONALD, online)

Rudepoema becomes then an emblematic example of the debate concerning music
th
from the early 20 century: does it continue to adhere to the Romantic ideals of
representation? If so, how does it convey meaning? If its “language” is not one that

resembles that of the Classic-Romantic times (i.e., form within tonality), what are the
codes by which it expresses meaning? However, if Rudepoema is to be taken as a work that
follows the trends in the Modernist era – as a response to what was being considered an
“unselfconscious attitude” (Orrey, 1975, p. 192) adopted by Romantic composers,
resulting in dramatic excess in their music – then, it has to be approached as sharing
ideals with absolute music, by which musical meaning is derived from within the structural
aspects of the musical elements in a given work, abstracting any kind of representational
utterances whatsoever. That is the source of many questions concerning interpretation of
th
st
music in the 20 and 21 centuries. But, as Monelle elaborates,
The musical text, then, is a boundary between inside and outside,
rendered problematic by the flow across the boundary and the
interdependence of inside and outside. It is also an epistemic nexus, the
meeting point of all its significations, indexical, iconic, and symbolic. It is
not a transcendent essence, an abstract pattern, an object, an
“experience”. The network of signification is infinite, but this does not
mean that there is nothing that can be said about the music. On the
contrary, it means that discourse about the music is infinite, and that no
particular discourse can appropriate it, no ideology can claim the music as
its own privilege. (MONELLE, 2000, p. 155– 156).
All of these considerations are also based on my own interpretation of the work as a
performer. It is possible to approach the musical text as the locus where all the meaning of
the work dwells. But in the case of music, the meaning of a “musical experience”, or a
“musical work”, embraces the text, the performer, and those that find themselves in the
same time and space where the performance unfolds itself. The multiplicity of meanings
then can become inexhaustible.
G. W. F. Hegel, in his aesthetic theory, considered poetry as the highest form of art, for
its “ability to reconcile the inner with the outer, the world of thoughts, emotion, and
imagination with the objective world of sensuous appearance” (Donelan, 2008, p. 93) –
that is, through language. “Music”, however, “remains on the verge of speech, either as
emotional content or pure sound but does not make the same crossing from material to
sign that characterizes poetry”(Ibid, p. 95). Following Hegel’s advice, as a performer of this
work, I can only hope to be one capable of delivering in my performances more than just the
musical notes on the pages. As he elaborated,

Here the bravura of the virtuoso is in its right place, while genius is
not restricted to the mere execution of what is given but has a wider
scope so that the executants artist himself composes in his interpretation,
fills in gaps, deepens what is superficial, ensouls what is soulless and in this
way appears as downright independent and productive. (HEGEL apud
DONELAN, 2008, p. 94)
I hope that my thoughts concerning Rudepoema were able to provide at least a
basic idea about the work. But my “interpretation” of this work is far from complete; in an
ever-evolving relationship with the piece, something new is brought to light every time I
perform the work. And a multiplicity of interpretations is yet to be given existence, as the
meaning of a musical experience as a work of art is constructed also in the minds of my
audiences. Ultimately, I am but only a mediator of sound and concept in this process.
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